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What are we learning from the election results?
by Dean Fernando R. Miralles-Wilhelm

Tuesday, December 8, 2020 | 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Save the Date: College of Science Virtual Celebration of Success for all faculty and staff

Friday, November 20, 2020 | 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Hands-On Workshop: Deep Learning in MATLAB

Thursday, November 19, 2020 | 7 to 9 p.m.
Galileo's Science Cafe: COVID-19 Myth Busters

Tuesday, November 10, 2020 | Noon to 1 p.m.

Friday, November 6, 2020 | 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Microbiology Journal Club - Dr. Fatah Kashanchi

Friday, November 6, 2020 | 10 to 11 a.m.
CMAI Colloquium: Deep Learning and Computations of PDEs

More on their research

by John Hollis
Lyme disease
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by Sarah Newey and Jordan Kelly-Linden
Komodo dragon blood

The Telegraph (UK)
Potential antibiotic from

by Emanuel "Chip" Petricoin and his research

Emanuel "Chip" Petricoin

Science News

Alessandra Luchini comments on the synthetic molecule

Sign up to receive our future emails.

by Monique Van Hoek
Breast Cancer Research

#FacultyFriday highlights

of 500 about the Role of Mathematical Science in Weather Forecasting.

by Barry Klinger
Mathematical Sciences
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